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1. Introduction 
To any binary relation Q G Jx M between two sets J and M we associate a certain 
preorder Z(Q) on the direct sum (formally-disjoint union) J@M, called the unity (of 
opposites) of the relation Q. This unity is the strongest preorder on J@M whose 
restriction to the product JxM is equal to Q (Fig. 1). 
al b’ C’ 
M 
a b C 
Fig. 1. A binary relation, and its unity. 
b’ h 0 0 
a al bc’ 
The idea in constructing the unity of a relation is accurately to reflect as internal 
C 
structure those contradictions (relations) which were originally seen only as 
external, existing only as links from J to M. The concept of unity emphasizes the 
aspect of mutual-definedness present in any relation. 
We view this particular sttidy, which illustrates the manner in which external 
relations give rise to internal structure, both of the parties to a relation and of their 
combination in a unity of opposites, as being one aspect of a more general program, 
a program whose aim is the formalization of dialectical logic. 
This paper is concerned with the role of unities in the duality and representation 
theory of finite lattices. One preliminary comment is in order, to explain the 
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connection between unities and lattices. In our opinion, the decisive aspect of 
combinatorial attice theory is the conflict between elements-beneath with elements- 
above, an interplay heretofore worked out by means of Galois connections [6, 
Section 31. Where there are enough irreducibles, as say in finite lattices, the binary 
relation ‘I’ between the set J of join-irreducibles and the set M of meet-irreducibles 
carries the entire lattice structure. For example, finite-dimensional geometric lattices 
are given by the incidence relation of points with hyperplanes. (Such geometric 
incidence relations are characterized by the exchange property: for any pair A, B of 
distinct hyperplanes, and for any point p G A fl B, there is a hyperplane C containing 
both the point p and the intersection A n B [7] .) 
The main outlines of the duality and representation theory presented below are as 
follows. In any finite lattice L, the induced preorder Z(L) on the direct sum J@M on 
its sets J and M of irreducible elements is a unity, from which the lattice may be 
reconstructed by Dedekind-MacNeille completion [2]. Another unity I” on J@Mis 
dual to the lattice L, in the sense that the lattice is representable as 
L z Map(Z”(L), 2). 
once maps of unities, and the unity 2, are appropriately defined. The unity Z”(L) is 
the intersection of certain preorders on /@M associated with individual elements of 
L, or equivalently with maximal chains in L. Z”(L) turns out to be the negation of 
the unity Z(L), in the sense that Z and I” have underlying binary relations which are 
complementary in the subset JxM. Dedekind-MacNeille completion of the unity 
I” leads to a lattice L*, also given as the dual of the unity I: 
L* = Map(Z(L), 2). 
Finally, the attempt to extend maps of unities to maps of lattices, in order to realize 
the pairing L, L* as a duality in some appropriate category of lattices, leads to a 
study of determinacy of maps at elements of the MacNeille completion. 
This research began as an effort to extend to arbitrary lattices the Priestley 
representation [lo] of distributive lattices (see Section 7 below), and thus has its 
origins also in the Stone representation of distributive lattices [13] and the Raney- 
Balachandran-Bruns theory [12, 1, 41 of completely distributive lattices. We had 
the good fortune to discuss the Priestley representation at length with Don Brunker 
[3] at the University of Waterloo. The main ideas in this paper were worked out in 
marathon with Mike Parmenter at the Memorial University of Newfoundland. Herb 
Gaskell, also at Memorial, led us to the then unpublished work of Alisdair 
Urquhart, whose superb paper [ 141 represents arbitrary lattices as lattices of doubly- 
closed stable sets in L-spaces, these being certain doubly-disconnected compact 
spaces. Other papers in this general direction, with relevance to finite lattices, 
include works by Wille [IS] and Markowsky [9]. More recent developments, 
including the definition of a map between unities, a drastic simplification of several 
proofs originally encumbered by excessive detail, and an understanding of the role 
of coherent spaces in representation theory, follow helpful discussions with Bill 
Lawvere [S]. 
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2. Terminology 
We shall use the abbreviated form ordered set to mean partially ordered set. A 
preorder is any reflexive and transitive relation on a set. We use the term increasing 
to refer to a subset A s X of an ordered set X with the property XE A and xly imply 
y EA. Decreasing sets are increasing in the opposite order, that is in the ordered set 
xopp. 
In a finite lattice L, an element CI is join-irreducible if and only if 
for all subsets B c L, a = VB implies a E B; 
this occurs exactly when the element a covers a unique lattice element. With respect 
to the opposite order, join-irreducibles become meet-irreducible. Note that in this 
usage, the least element 0 in a lattice is never join-irreducible, because it is 
representable as the join of the empty set. 
Throughout the paper we shall denote two sets by the letters J and M, to remind 
the reader of the main example wherein J and Mare the join- and meet-irreducibles, 
respectively, in a finite lattice. Elements of J will be indicated by lower case letters 
a,b,..., x, those of M by primed lower case letters a’, b’, . . . ,x’. The prime is not 
intended to indicate an operator: a and a’ are simply different symbols. 
The cover relation “y covers or is equal to x” is written y 1 x. 
3. Unities 
By the distributivity of direct product across direct sum (formally-disjoint union) 
in sets, for any sets J and M we may write: 
(J@M)x(J@M)=(JxJ)@(JxM)@(MxJ)@(MxM). 
Thus any preorder on J@M partitions naturally into a preorder on f, a relation 
from J to M, a relation from M to 1, and a preorder on M. The unify Z(g) of a 
binary relation Q c Jx M is defined as the largest preorder on J@M whose 
restriction to Jx M is equal to ,o. So, given a relation Q c Jx M, we must construct 
the preorders on J and M, and the relation from M back to J, which complete the 
unity Z(Q). Using the notations aca’ and sea’ interchangeably, we establish 
necessary conditions for inclusion of an ordered pair in each of the four parts of the 
unity: 
In Jx J, an ordered pair al b can be included in the preorder on J only if the 
required transitivity of the expression al 61 b’, for some 65 b’ in Q, does not force 
a relation a s b’ not in Q_ 
In JxM, a pair ala’must be included if and only if sea’. In Mx J, a pair a’la 
can be included in the relation from M back to J only if no pairs b I a’ and a I 6’ in Q 
force, by transitivity of the expression bra's al b, a pair br b’ not in Q. 
In Mx M, as in the first case, we can include a pair II’s 6’ only if the required 
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transitivity of the relation a 5 a’ s 6’ with a I a’ in g does not force a relation a I b’ 
not in Q. 
Surprisingly, if a pair is not explicitly excluded by one of the above conditions, it 
can be included, and the resulting preorder on J@ A4 is clearly maximal among those 
with a given restriction to JxM. This is the substance of the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. The unity I(Q) of a relation Q c Jx M consists of the following ordered 
pairs: 
(1) arbinJxJiffforaNb’EM, beb’impliesa@b’. 
(2) ala’ in JxMiff sea’. 
(3) a’lainMxJiffforallbEJandb’EM, b,oa’andaQb’implyb,ob’. 
(4) a’ I b’ in Mx M iff for all a E J, a@ a’ implies a@ 6’. 
Proof. By the previous discussion, it suffices to prove that this relation ‘I’ is a 
preorder. It is clearly reflexive, so we check transitivity. In what follows, elements 
a,b,... are always in the set J, while a’, b’, . . . are always in the set A4. 
For any elements a, b, c, and c’, from a I b I c and cc c’ we may conclude from 
line (1) that b I c’, then a I c’, so a I c. Similarly, a’ I b’ I c’ implies a’ c c’. 
For all elements a, 6, b’, from ac 61 b’ we conclude from line (1) that a~ b’. 
From ala’ I b’ and line (4) we conclude a~ b’. 
For all elements a, 6, a’, b’, from a s a’ I b and b i 6’ we conclude from line (3) 
that a 5 b’. Thus, by line (l), a s b. Similarly, from a’ s b 5 b’ and a I a’ we conclude 
that al b’, so a’5 6’. 
Finally, for all elements a, b, c, a’, c’, from a’ 5 a 5 6, cc a’ and b I c’ we conclude 
from line (1) that cla’lalc’, and from line (3) that CIC’. Thus, again by line (3), 
a’ I 6. The proof is similar, that al a’ 5 6’ implies al b’. q 
As a consequence of Theorem 1, we may characterize these preorders on a direct 
sum J@M which are representable as unities of relations from J to M. In any such 
preorder, its restrictions to Jx J, Mx J, and Mx A4 are determined by its restriction 
to JxM, as stated in lines (l), (3) and (4). That is, for all a, b E J, a’, b’EM: 
(5) al b iff for all C’E M, b 5 c’ implies as c’, 
(6) a’sa iff for all CE J and c’EM, cla’ and CISC imply CSC’, 
(7) a’ I b’ iff for all CE J, c~a’ implies cc 6’. 
These relations can be combined into the following single simple statement of 
separation by both J and M, which we use to define the concept of unity without 
explicit reference (as before) to any underlying relation. Thus a unity of sets J and M 
is any preorder I on the direct sum I= J@M such that 
(8) for any elements x, YE I, if xs y, then there exist elements aE J and a’EM 
such that both alx, aSy and ~%a’, yea’. 
Theorem 2. Any unity of sets J and M is representable as the unity of a relation. 
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Proof. Let I be a unity of sets J and M. The relation in question is the restriction of 
the preorder ‘I’ on I to the product JxM. It suffices to establish lines (5) through 
(7). Lines (5) and (7) are conclusions to be drawn directly from transitivity of the 
preorder I, upon separation by M (line (5)) and J (line (7)). Line (6) is as follows: 
Say ~EJ and a’EM. For all CEJ, c’EM, if cla’ and asc’, then a’_ca implies 
c<a’Sacc’, which implies clc’, by transitivity. If a’sa, separation (line (8)) 
guarantees the existence of an element CE J such that cla’, c%a. Then, using 
separation by M on the pair cg a, we find an element C‘E M such that CYZ c’, as c’. 
Since csa’ and CYZC’, it follows that a’sc’. Thus czza’, azzc’, but c%c’, which 
completes the other half of the proof of line (6). 0 
The most immediate example of a unity is that obtained by the joint inclusion of 
join-irreducible and meet-irreducible lements into a finite lattice L. We denote this 
unity I(L). Fig. 2 shows two examples, I= f(L), I”= I(L*). The notations I” and L* 
will be explained later. 
Theorem 3. The preorder I(L) induced by inch&on of irreducibles into a finite 
lattice L is a unity. 
Proof. Since every lattice element is expressible both as a join of join-irreducibles 
and as a meet of meet-irreducibles, any statement of the form xs5y for elements x
and y in a finite lattice guarantees the existence of a join-irreducible c and a meet- 
irreducible c’ such that clx, CYZY and x<c’, yz~c’. This holds in particular when x 
and y are taken to be irreducible elements of either type. Thus line (8) holds, and the 
preorder induced by joint inclusion of J@M in L is a unity. 0 
4. Negation 
We introduce the concept of negation of a unity in such a way that the negation of 
the unity I(Q) of any relation Q will be the unity of the complementary relation ‘not 
e’ (the set of pairs (a, a’) not in the relation Q). Thus we simply define the negation I” 
of a unity I on J@M to be that preorder so on J@M which satisfies, for all a, b E J, 
a’, b’ E M, 
(9) a&b iff bra, 
(10) a&a iff aSa’, 
(11) a’z?a iff for all CE J and C/EM,. CSC’ or csa’, or ale’, 
(12) a’s”b’ iff b’sa’. 
In this context, line (11) may be more simply written as 
(13) a’&a iff for all CE J, arc or cla’, 
or as 
(14) a’Ca iff for all c’EM, asc’ or c’sa’. 
(The reader may wish to check that this definition guarantees I” is the unity of the 
relation % from J to M.) 
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Theorem 4. l”(e) = I( ‘not g ‘), and I”” = I. 
Proof. It follows from the fact that I”= I($) that I”(Q) = I(&). Then 
Of particular interest is the negation IO(L) of the unity of irreducibles in a finite 
lattice. As we mentioned in the introduction, Z”(L) is a dual object for the lattice f.. 
Surprisingly, it also arises directly from a relation between irreducibles and covering 
pairs in L. This we investigate as follows. 
In a finite lattice L, every element is expressible both as a join of join-irreducibles 
and as a meet of meet-irreducibles. Thus for every covering pairy 1 x there exist join 
irreducibles a, . . . such that x$Q’, asy and meet-irreducibles a’, . . . such that xla’, 
y<u’. We label each covering pair with its corresponding irreducibles, as in Fig. 3. 
b 
\ 








Fixing our attention on any one maximal chain C in L, we note that the labels, in 
their order along the chain (each irreducible occuring exactly once as a label), 
determine a preorder on the set J@M. The opposite of this preorder we call &. By 
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forming the intersection of these preorders sc for all maximal chains C, we obtain a 
preorder on J@M which we shall show is equal to the negation P(L) of the unity of 
irreducibles in L. (The preorder thus obtained for the lattice in Fig. 3 is the unity I” 






The proof is considerably simplified if we note also that each preorder sc is itself 
expressible as an intersection of preorders 5: for all elements t E C, 5’ being the 
negation I”( ‘z’) of the unity of the relation ‘z’, where (I ‘z’a’ iff adze a’. 
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Theorem 5. 
max.F~“.CEL~C=~a=;?L~Z. 
Proof. Since I; is the preorder of the unity I”( ‘z’), we know that for all a E J, 
a’cM, 
a&a iff a92 or zfa’. 
This relation (the complement of ‘z’) and its unity are shown in the schematic 
diagram, Fig. 5. The restrictions of this unity to the products Jx J, . . . , Mx M are 
given by the formulas: for all a, b E J, a’, b’ E M, 
a&b iff azzzoor bst, 
ulru’ iff aSzorzSa’, 
a’ria iff tla’oralz, 
a’sb’ iff tla’or zs 6’. 






the relation not cm 
For any elements x,y E J@M, xscy iff the covering pair labelled x is above or 
equal to the covering pair labelled y in the chain C. The four cases to be considered 
are illustrated in Fig. 6. We find respectively: 
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a&b iff VZEC, asz=bsz, 
area’ iff YzEC, a%z or zsa’, 
a’da iff YzEC, alz or zca’, 
a’db’ iff YzEC. zsb’=zsa’. 
Fig. 6. 
If we remove the quantifications ‘VZE C’ from all those statements, we obtain 
exactly lines (15) through (18), which characterize the preorder 5:. Thus the 
preorder sc is the intersection of all preorders sz for z E C. 
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Finally we show that the preorder so of the unity L’(L) is the intersection of the 
preorders 5: for all elements z E L. We use elementary properties of the lattice L, 
and lines (9). (lo), (13) and (12) respectively: 
(19) ((YzEL) a<2 or bsz) iff bra iff aSob, 
(20) ((VzEL) uSz or zSa’) iff asa’iff cll’a’, 
(21) ((VZEL) (IIZ or ZSU’) iff ((VbeJ) ash or bsa’) iff u’&u. 
(22) ((Yz~L)z~a’orz~~b’iff b’su’iffu’s”b’. Cl 
Caution. Theorem 5 may suggest hat unities on J@M form a lattice in the order 
given by inclusion as preorders on a single set. This is not true. Taking J= {a, 6). 
M= (a’, 6’). the unities of the singleton relations {(a, 6’)) and {(b, 6’)) have as 
intersection a preorder consisting of a’ as a lower bound for three incomparable 
elements: a, b, 6’. This is not a unity. When ordered according to inclusion of their 
underlying relations (restrictions to Jx M), unities form a complete Boolean 
algebra. But this is not the order involved in the above theorem. 
In this section we have seen how the preorders s2 of the unities L’(‘z’) for all 
elements ZE L may be intersected to yield the preorder S’ of the unity I’(L). Below, 
in Section 6, we shall reverse this process. We find that certain maps from the unity 
I’(L) to a fixed unity ‘2’ correspond exactly to the elements of L, and when 
appropriately ordered form a lattice isomorphic to L. In fact, the quotients of those 
maps, which are preorders dominating the preorder so, are exactly the preorders 5: 
for zEL. 
5. Completion by nodes 
The relationship between the unity of irreducibles in a finite lattice L and the 
lattice L itself is the analogue of the relationship between an ordered set and its 
Dedekind-MacNeille completion. The relation s on JxM sets up a Galois 
connection [6] between decreasing subsets of J and increasing subsets of h4, the 
quotient of which is the required completion. In what follows, we shall use the term 
‘node’ to replace the term ‘cut’, which would be less accurate in this context. 
A node (A : B) in a unity I on J@M is a pair of subsets A c J, B c A4 such that 
VUEA, Vb’cB, usb’, (23) 
VUEJ\A, Zib’cB, usb: (24) 
Vb’EM\ B, BuEA, usb’. (25) 
More simply, a node is a maximally totally-related pair of subsets (see Fig. 7 below). 
Given an arbitrary subset Cc J, let B c A4 be the set of M-upper-bounds for C, 
and let A c J be the set of J-lower-bounds for B. Then (A : B) is a node in the unity I. 
Underlying this construction is a familiar Galois connection, which we shall specify 
in a moment. As a consequence, the set of nodes (A : B) in a unity I, ordered by 
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(A,:B,)I(Az:Bz) iff A, GAz, 
or equivalently 
is a complete lattice Node(l). For the purposes of the following theorem, we replace 
the distributive lattices DecrX and IncrX of decreasing and increasing subsets of an 
ordered set X by the lattice 
Ord(X, 2) = (Deer X)OPP= Incr X 
of order-preserving functions from X to 2. Each such lattice is a complete category 
whose maps are the ordered pairs in X. Between such categories, order-preserving 
maps are functors, and Galois connections are adjoint situations. 
Theorem 6. For any unity I, the maps 
P 
Ord(J, 2) Z=r Ord(M, 2) 
a 
defined for all s E Ord( J, 2), t E Ord(A4,2), x E J, x’ E I’% by 
t P(x) = 0 iff t(x’) = 1 = x 5 x’, 
s”(x’) = 1 iff s(x) = 0 =x 5 x’ 
is an adjoint situation with p left adjoint to (II: 
tfils iff tlsa. 
The composites are idempotent, with Pa decreasing on Ord( J, 2) and a/3 increasing 
on Ord(M,2). The images of these idempotent operators are both isomorphic to a 
complete lattice Q, where 
Q”pp= Node(l). 
Proof. The adjointness is given by 
tflls iff YxEJ, x’EM, s(x)=O=(t(x’)=l~x~x’) 
iff YxEJ, x’EM, t(x’)= l=(s(x)=O=x~x’) 
iff t5.P. 
In any such adjointness, the composites have the stated properties, and their images 
are isomorphic complete lattices. For each ‘image’ pair s, t with s= tfl, s”= t, let 
A =s-i(O), B=t-‘(I). Since tP=s, we know that for any x~A and X’E B, x5x’. 
Since sa= t, B is the set of M-upper-bounds for A, so any element X’G B is not an 
upper bound for A, and there is an element x~A with XYZX’. Similarly, for each 
x@,4, there is an element X’E B with x$x’. Thus (A : B) is a node. 
Conversely, if (A : B) is any node in f, we construct the corresponding order- 
preserving maps s, t by setting A =s-t(O), B= t-‘(l). The order on the lattice 
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Node(l) is the opposite of that on Ord(J, 2), and is therefore opposite to that of the 
image of the map ,&Y in Ord( J, 2). 0 
For any unity I, the lattice Node(Z) is the completion of the unity. In Figs. 2 and 
4, the lattice L is the completion of the unity 1, and the lattice L* is the completion of 
the unity I”. 
For any element XEJ, there is a J-node, N,, 
({ye J;y~x}, {x’~M;x~x’}). 
Similarly, there is an M-node N,, for every element x’EM. Together we refer to J- 
nodes and M-nodes as principal nodes. These principal nodes give the embedding of 
the unity I in the completion Node(I). 
We now confirm that every finite lattice is the completion of its unity of 
irreducibles. 
Theorem 7. If I is the unity of irreducibles, under inclusion, in a finite lattice L, 
then L = Node(l). 
Proof. For any node (A : B) in I, VA = AB is an element z E L, and 
A = {XE J;xsz}, B= {x’~M;z~x’). 
Conversely, for any element ZE L, the above expression defines a pair of sets which 
form a node (A:B) in f, with A=t=B. cl 
For any lattice L, we can construct also the completion of the negation I”(L) of its 
unity I(L) of irreducibles. This lattice we call L*, examples of which we have already 
drawn in Figs. 2 and 4. We may mark the principal nodes in L*, but there is no 
reason to believe that these will all be irreducibles in L*. See for example Fig. 8 
below, where L is distributive but not Boolean. Thus, I(L*) is not necessarily equal 
to P(L), for a lattice L. For what is true, see Theorem 8 below: the dual of a unity is 
the completion of its negation. 
6. Splits of a unity 
To arrive at the duality theory sketched in the introduction, wherein any finite 
lattice L is represented as the lattice of maps from the unity P(L) to a fixed unity 2, 
we must define ‘maps’ between unities. We make some suggestions along these lines 
in Section 8 below. For present purposes it will suffice to describe all possible ways 
in which a unity may be separated into two parts (the inverse images of 0 and 1) 
under the action of a ‘map to 2’. We call such partitions ‘splits’ of a unity, and 
define them as follows. 
Given two subsets S, Tin an ordered set X, the set T is final in S iff 
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VSES 3t~Sn Tsuch that sst. 
The set T is initial in S iff 
VsczS JtESn Tsuch that tls. 
A split of a unity I on J+M is an order-preserving function h : 1-2 such that 
M is final in h - i(O), J is initial in h - ‘( 1). 
Some examples of splits are in order. 
(26) 
Any (0, 1, A, V)-homomorphismfof a lattice to the 2-element lattice 2 = (0, 1) has 
the property that f -i(O) is a prime ideal, whilef-‘(1) is the complementary prime 
filter. In a finite lattice, any prime ideal has as its least element a join-irreducible, 
and any prime filter has as its greatest element a meet-irreducible. Thus the 
restriction of such a lattice homomorphism to the unity Z(L) of irreducibles is a split. 
At the other extreme, consider a unity formed by ‘doubling’ a partially ordered 
set. Here the partially ordered sets J and Mare isomorphic, and are identified in the 
unity. In this case, a split is simply any order-preserving function from the unity to 
2. This is the case which arises in the representation of distributive lattices, as we 
shall see in the next section. 
Fig. 7 shows the representation of one lattice element by a split of Z’(L). 
Let Split(l) be the set of splits of 1, ordered pointwise as functions from 1 to 2. In 
the following theorem, we show among other things that Split(Z) is a complete 
lattice. 
Theorem 8. For any unity I with negation I” 
Split(Z) = Node(P). 
Proof. If h : 142 is a split, let 
A =Jnh-l(l), B = Mfl h - ‘(0). (27) 
Since h is order-preserving, for every x E A and X’E B, x$x’, so x&x’. If y E J \ A, 
h(y) = 0, and since M is final in h-‘(O), there is an element x’EM, with ylx’, 
h(x’) = 0. But then X’E B, and y ~Px’, as required. Similarly, for any Y’E h4\ B, 
there is an element XEA with XT?~‘. Consequently, (A : B) is a node in I”. 
A reverse argument shows that for any node (A : B) in 1, if A, B are considered as 
subsets of 1, then A is initial in A UM \ B, while B is final in BUJ \ A. Line (27) 
thus defines a split h : 142. 
Given two splits hi (i= 1,2) of Z, let (Ai: BJ be the corresponding nodes of I”. 
Thenh,IhziffA,I;Az, iffBzGBB1, so 
Split(l) = Node(f) 
as required. q 





The node (A:61 of I(L) at the element L The split (A:B) of IW representing the element rEL 
Fig. 7. 
Theorems 7 and 8 now yield directly the main represenfution theorem for finite 
lattices. 
Theorem 9. For any finite lattice L, 
L =split(l”(l)) 
where I” is the negation of the unity I of irreducibles in L. 
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Proof. L = Node(Z)= Split(Z”). q 
Splitting a finite lattice at an irreducible produces a ‘principal split’, as follows. 
Let Z be any unity. For any fixed element a E J, 
ha(z)= 1’ iff al2 
defines an upper-principal map from J@M to 2. Similarly, for any fixed a’EM, 
h,,(z)=0 iff ~5~7’ 
defines a lower-principal map. 
Theorem IO. Upper-principal and lower-principal maps are splits. 
Proof. Say aeJ and h” is the associated upper-principal map. For any XCJ with 
ha(x) = 0, we have afx, so there is an element X’E M with x5x’, a%~‘, by line (5) in 
the definition of unity. Then XIX’ and h”(x’) = 0, so M is final in (h”)-‘(O). 
For any X’EM with h(x’) = 1 we have alx’, where a E J and ha(a) = 1. Thus J is 
initial in h-‘(l), and h“ is a split. Similarly, h,, is a split. 0 
7. Distributive lattices 
Every finite distributive lattice L is isomorphic to the lattice Ord(X,2) of order- 
preserving functions from a set X to the 2-element chain 2 = (0.1). Within the lattice 
L there are two natural choices for this ordered set: X=J”pp=Mopp. (In the discrete 
topology, this ordered set X is the Priestly space [IO] of the lattice.) 
Identification of J”Pr with M”pp under this isomorphism is precisely what occurs 
in the construction of the unity Z’(L) when L is distributive. An example is shown in 
Fig. 8. Note that for any covering pair y 1 x in a finite distributive lattice L, there is a 
unique join irreducible element a such that ary, a$x, and a unique meet 
irreducible element a’ such that x~a’, y% a’. 
Fig. 9 shows the labelling for the lattice in Fig. 8. 
The identification of such pairs a, a’ in the unity Z”(L) occurs because the filter 
generated by a and the ideal generated by a’ are complementary subsets of the 
lattice. Since a % a’, we have a &a by line (lo), and since every element in L is either 
1 a or I a’, we have a’ &a by line (11). 
On such a unity, where every element is both a J-element and an M-element, the 
defining properties (26) of a split are trivially satisfied, and any order-preserving 
map from Z”(L) to 2 represents an element of L, as required in the usual 
representation theory. 
The lattice L*, which is representable as either Node(Z”(L)) or Split(Z(L)), is 
simply the Dedekind-MacNeille completion of the Priestley space. 
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In Sections 1-7 above, we have presented the fundamental facts concerning 
representation and duality of finite lattices. A number of problems should now be 
settled. 
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Fig. 9. 
Problem 1. Extend the representation theory L=Split(l”(L)) to arbitrary lattices. 
Here we can replace join- and meet-irreducibles by those filters and ideals which 
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occur in maximalfilter-idea/pairs (A, B) where A and B are disjoint, but any larger 
filter A, >A meets B, and any larger ideal B, > B meets A. The set of such pairs 
(A,B), in a topology determined by the lattice elements, is Urquhart’s L-space. It 
remains to define the correct topology on IO(L) and to determine which splits of 
L’(L) correspond to his ‘doubly-closed stable sets’. 
Since Urquhart was forced to impose a number of tedious conditions to single out 
L-spaces, it will probably be better to develop this theory along the lines of the 
representation of the category of distributive lattices as opposite (and dual) to the 
category of coherent spaces and coherent morphisms [8]. 
Problem 2. Define maps between unities, in such a way that L = I(L) becomes a 
covariant functor for the category Lat of lattices and (0, 1, A, v)-homomorphisms 
into (not onto) the category Unity of unities and maps. 
Whatever definition is proposed, any composite of maps should be a map, and 
any composite of a map I, -+fz with a split of I, should be a split of I,. Also, the 
ordered set 2 = (0, 1) used to define splits should be a unity on some pair of sets. 
We have recently made some progress in that direction, and offer the conjecture 
that the following, to the point formulated only in terms of relations rather than 
unities, is the correct idea. 
We define a map from a unity It on J, @M, to a unity 1, on Jz@Mz to be any pair 
S, T of unities 
S on Jz@J,, Ton M, @M,, 
having underlying relations 
acJzxJ,> TCM, XIV, 
satisfying, for all a’EM,, b’EM2, 
(28) a’rb’iff YacJ, and beJz, baala’implies bsb’and for all aeJ,, bEJt 
(29) bca iff Ya’EM, and b’EMz, ala’rb’implies bsb’. 
These conditions (28) and (29) are designed to guarantee that maps f: LI +L2 
between lattices, defined by 
f(x)=V{bEJ,;boa%xforsomeacJ,} (30) 
= A{b’EM,;xla’rb for somea’EM,} (31) 
will be join-preserving and meet-preserving respectively. 
We have checked that if 2 is chosen to be the unity shown in Fig. 10, then maps 
(a, T) from a unity I to 2 correspond exactly to splits f: 1+2 of the unity I. The 
correspondence is, for all a E J and a’E M, 
raa iff f(a)=l, 
a’ru’ iff f(a’) = 0. 
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Fig. 10. 
We expect that all maps between unities of lattices came from lattice homo- 
morphisms, under the functor L+I(L). If so, we might also expect that the duality 
L = Unity(l”(L), 2) 
would lift (by completion) to a duality 
L = Lat(L*, Two) 
for some lattice ‘Two’. We know this is false, because there are simple lattices L 
whose negations L* are nontrivial (see Fig. 11 below, the nonmodular 5-element 
lattice). The solution to this apparent paradox lies in the fact that the unity 2 is not 
the unity of a lattice. 
Problem 3. Show that the operators ’ and * are simply two restrictions of a single 
functor, say ‘negation’, defined on a category which includes both Lat and Unity. 
It is conceivable that this functor is also a duality over some fixed object. The 
objects in this larger category will be certain pairs of inclusions maps J+C+M of 
two ordered sets into a third, not necessarily jointly onto, as in the case of a unity, 
but certainly such that every element of C is represented as a node of the underlying 
unity for J to M. 
The following examples will suggest further problems concerning the 
representation of products and coproducts of lattices, and the representation of free 
lattices in various varieties. 





The pairs of lattices in Fig. 11 are completions of unities which are negations of 
one another. Observe that the negation of a ‘Boolean’ unity is a ‘doubled’ 
unordered set whose completion is a lattice with rank 2. In the final pair of drawings 
in Fig. 11, the lattices L and L* are isomorphic, but the rearrangement of 




In Fig. 12, the unity 1 is a sum of chains, while the lattice L* is a product of 
chains. 
Fig. 13 gives the negation of the unity of irreducibles in the free modular lattice on 
three unordered generators. Note how simple the negation is, compared to the free 
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modular lattice. This suggests that it may be preferable to approach various word 
problems for lattices by regarding the words as descriptions of splits of the negation. 
9. Determinacy 
For any finite lattice L, we have the representation 
L*= Split(l). 
Perhaps it is possible to extend splits from I to all the completion L, thereby 
obtaining a family of mappings from L to 2, and a representation in the form 
L* = Map(L, 2). 
This is ‘almost’ possible, as follows. 
Every split h : 1-2 of a unity I yields a node (C: D) of I” by 
C=Jnh-‘(1). km-wl(o). 
For the purpose at hand, it is convenient o specify splits in this way also, that is: to 
speak of the split (C : D) of Z, which maps CU (A4 \ D) to 1, (J \ C) UD to 0. 
Given a split (C: D) and a node (A : B) of a unity I, either A n C= 0 or BflD = 0. 
The reason is that XIX’ holds for all XEA, X’E B, and for no XE C, x’ED. If the 
subsets A and C have an element XE J in common, then the unity (C: D) maps x to 
1, and (A : B) 2 PI, with respect o the principal node N, in the completion Node(l), 
so any order-preserving function from L to 2 which extends the split (C:D) must 
map the node (A : B) to 1. By the same reasoning, if the subsets B and D have an 
element X’EM in common, then the node (~4 : B) is mapped to 0 by any order- 
preserving extension of the split. 
However, and this is the interesting part, both intersections A n C and BnD may 
be empty. In this event, there is no natural choice for the value of the split (C: D) at 
the node (-4 : B). The split is undetermined at that node. 
The unities in Fig. 14 exhibit this possibility. The node (ab, c’d’) of I, as a split of 
I”, meets neither of the nodes (cd,a’b’e’), nor (cde,a’b’) of I”. 
Given any unity f, we say a node (,4 : B) meets a split (C: D) of I iff either A meets 
C or B meets D. This relation ‘meets’ yields a Galois connection between subsets of 
Node(l) and subsets of Split(Z). The image of any set of nodes is the set of splits 
which meet all those nodes; the image of a set of splits is the set of nodes which meet 
all those splits. Two important problems arise. 
Problem 4. Characterize those sets of nodes which are closed in this Galois 
connection. 
Problem 5. Characterize those sets of splits which are the image of some sublattice 
of the completion Node(f). 
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We give one result in this direction. 
Theorem 11. Every split meets every principal node. 
Proof. Let h = (C: D) be a split, and NY = (A : B) be a J-node. Then y E A. If C does 
not meet A, then ye C, so h(y) = 0. Since h is a split, there is an element Y’E M with 
yly’ and h(y’) =O. Thus B meets D in the element y’. Cl 
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10. Extending splits to finite lattices 
Let I be the unity of irreducibles of a finite lattice L. Certain splits of I meet every 
node of 1, and thus define mappings from L to 2. We conclude this paper by 
characterizing those mappings. 
First, define operators ST, Hl on subsets of L by: 
ST(A) is the set of joins of subsets of A, 
HI(A) is the largest subset of A which is decreasing in L. Si and HT are the same 
operators, relative to the opposite order, so S&l) is a meet-sub-semilattice, and 
Hf(A) is an increasing set. The composites HlST and HTSl , as operators acting on 
subsets, are closure operators. (They are inclusion-preserving, increasing, and 
idempotent.) 
Using these operators, we define a map from,a lattice L to 2 as any order- 
preserving function h : L+2 such that if E= h - l(O), F= h-‘(l), then 
HUT(E) =E, HTSl(F) = F. 
That is: elements not a join of elements mapped to 0 are initial among elements 
mapped to 1, and elements not a meet of elements mapped to 1 are final among 
elements mapped to 0. 
(The reader may prefer to view Hl ST afid HT S 1 as operators on order-preserving 
functions from L to 2. In that case HTSl is a closure operator, HlST is a coclosure 
operator (i.e. decreasing), and a map is a function which is simultaneously closed 
and coclosed.) 
Theorem 12. The restriction of any map from L to 2, for a finite lattice L, is a split 
of the unity I of irreducibles, a split which meets every node of I. Conversely, given 
a split of I which meets every node of L, it extends uniquely to a map of L to 2. 
Proof. Let h be a map from L to 2. Any element which is mapped to 1 has beneath 
it a join-irreducible element also mapped to I. The reason is that HlST(E) = E, i.e.: 
every element s not in E, being also not in Hl S T(E), has an element beneath it not 
in ST(E). Thus t is not a join of join-irreducibles which are mapped to 0. Since every 
element is a join of join-irreducibles, some join-irreducible x with xs tcs must be 
mapped to 1. Of course the converse is true: x E J, XI s and h(x) = 1 imply h(s) = 1. 
A similar argument shows that an element is mapped to 0 iff it lies beneath a meet- 
irreducible element which is also mapped to 0. Consequently, the restriction of h to I 
is a split. 
We now show that every map L-2 is the extension of its restriction to the unity I 
of irreducibles. Given an element z E L, let (A : B) be its representation as a node of 
I. By the preceding paragraph, we know h(z) = 1 iff there is a join-irreducible xlt 
such that h(x) = 1. That is, h(z) = 1 iff in the split (E: F) obtained by restricting h to 
1, A meets E. Thus the map h is equal to the extension of its restriction to 1, and 
(E: F) meets every node of I. 
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Finally we prove that the extension of any split which meets all nodes of I is a 
map. For any node (A : B) which is mapped to 1 in the extension of (E: F) to L, 
there is an element XEA f~ E. The element x is join-irreducible in L, so the node N, is 
join-irreducible in the completion. Since x is join-irreducible and h(x) = 1, x is not a 
join of elements mapped to 0. Similarly, any node (A : B) which is mapped to 0 lies 
beneath an M-node which is also mapped to 0, and which is therefore not a meet of 
nodes mapped to 1. 0 
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